
CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH METHOD 

3.1 Population & Sample 

Population is a set of data that identifies a phenomenon (Santoso, 2014:4). 

Analysis unit can be in a form of individual, organization or a product of a 

company. Sample is a portion of characteristics possessed by a population 

(Sinambela, 2014:95) 

In this research, the population is saturated sample which consists of 34 

people. The basic of taking the population is on the number of our existing 

customers that has experience Little Snaps’ service. It was chosen that way to 

know more what the consumers’ preferences are in this case, baby photograph. 

3.2 Data Collection Method 

3.2.1 Definition of Operational Variables 

There are four factors for pricing (Philip Keller, 2012:388) tested: 

Table 3.2.1 Indicators for price 

Variable Definition Indicators 

Price 
(X1) 

Kotler and 

Keller 

(2012:406) 

defined price as 

“the one 

element of the 

marketing mix 

that produces 

revenue; the 

other elements 

produce costs.” 

1) Affordability 
The product or service sold must be affordable to the 

targeted consumers 
2) Price and quality 
The price should always parallel to the quality, this is 

why the entrepreneur should always adjust the price with 

the quality offered 

3) Price competition 
The price offered must be able to compete in the market, 

just to be able to compete well with the other competitors 

4) Price and quantity 
Not just the quality, the price should also be adjusted with 

the quantity or number of product given to the consumer 

 



For promotion, there are actually seven factors, but only five out of the 

seven will be tested, which are: 

Table 3.2.2 Indicators for promotion 

Variable Definition Indicators 

Promotion 
(X2) 

Based on  and  

Sopiah 

(2013:18), 

promotion is 

all types of 

marketing 

activities that 

are intended to 

stimulate 

consumer 

demand for 

products 

offered by the 

manufacturer 

or the seller. 

1.Advertising 
1. All kinds of paid non-personal media. The aim of the 

advertising is normative and persuasive. 
2.Sales promotion 

2. Promotion aimed to grow consumers’ interests, through 

short term activities. 
3.Direct and interactive marketing 

3. A communication through indirect media like the internet. 

It is a form of promotion done through on-line, aimed to 

increase sales and consumer awareness. 
4.Word-of-mouth marketing 

4. Promotion made using recommendation. It is cost free to 

the company but indeed has a pretty big affect to it, 

positively or negatively. It is very effective for small 

businesses to create better personal relation. The two 

components of word-of-mouth are buzz and viral. 
5.Personal selling 

5. Promotion done by directly communicate face-to-face 

with the consumers. 
Source: Sopiah (2013:18) 

 

For consumer’s buying decision, this thesis will test factors (Sangadji and 

Sopiah, 2013:36) in: 

Table 3.2.3 Indicators for Consumer’s Buying Decision 

Variable Definition Indicators 

Consumer’s 

Buying 

Decision 
(Y) 

Kotler and 

Keller 

(2012:189) 

suggests that 

consumers’ 

buying 

decision is 

some steps 

done by 

consumers 

before 

deciding to 

purchase or 

buy a product 

or service. 

1.Problem recognition 
This stage is when the consumer finds that there is a need 

to solve a problem or to make things easier.  
2.Searching 
This is when customer would often search for the best 

suitable fits for their needs and comparing one to another. 
3.Choice 
This is the real buying process starts, which means that 

consumer should make the decision whether to buy the 

product or not.  
4.Out comes 
Marketers’ need to know whether the consumer feels 

satisfied or not after buying the product, is the hope solving 

the problem fulfilled, and having the product as expected. 

Source: Kotler and Keller (2012:189) 



3.2.2 The Method of Gathering Data 

In a business sense, data is a set of information needed for decision 

making. It is compulsory to be organized and kept with certain method. This 

research is using quantitative data, which is data that is measured in numeric scale 

(numbers), also a scientific approach to managerial decision making (Render, 

2015:20). 

Gathering data method is done by spreading questionnaires to respondents 

targeted for the survey. This survey method is used to manage the consumers' 

assessment data of price and product promotions.  

Sinambela (2014:144-147) said questionnaire could use Likert Scale as the 

grading scale, which is “a statement with which the respondent shows the amount 

of agreement / disagreement”, with the following response options: 

Table 3.2.4 Likert Scale 

Scale Score 

Strongly disagree (SD) 1 

Disagree (D) 2 

Neutral (N) 3 

Agree (A) 4 

Strongly agree (SA) 5 

  Source: Sinambela (2014:144) 

3.2.3 Research Instrument 

The research instrument is a tool that is selected and used by researchers in 

data collection for these activities systematically and facilitated by it. The tools 

(Sinambela, 2014:69) are: 

 

 



1. Questionnaire 

Questionnaire is a technique of data collection by spreading a sheet of 

questions to respondents that have relevance to the problems studied. 

2. Documentation 

Documentation is supporting or complementary technique to collect data or 

written descriptions of the state of the school, the state teachers and others.  

3.3 Validity and Reliability 

The validity indicates the extent to which a measuring instrument 

(questionnaire) can measure the required information accurately. To determine the 

statistical validity, the researcher uses person correlation, which measures the 

correlation between the scores of each question with the total score. The tolerance 

significance level is α = 5%, therefore if the result of significance level is <0.05, 

then it can be concluded as valid. If the results obtained are valid, then proceed to 

test the reliability test. 

Reliability is an index that indicates the extent to which a measure is 

reliable or unreliable and the extent to which the measurement results remain 

consistent when performed measurements twice or more of the same symptoms, 

the same measuring instrument. Reliability test can be measured by using 

Cronbach's Alpha. A question is considered reliable if it has a value of Cronbach's 

Alpha >0.60. If the results obtained have been reliable, it can proceed to the 

multiple linear regression testing.  

 

 



3.4 Data Analysis Method   

This hypothesis test is using statistical tool with multiple linear regression 

method, due to the affect of the independent variable to the dependent variable, 

and looking at factors like price and promotion that affect consumer buying 

decision. Based on Sarwono (2013:8), the main purposes of regression are to 

estimate the average and the value of the dependent variable based on the value of 

the independent variable, to test the hypothesis characteristic dependencies, and to 

predict the average value of the independent variable based on the value of the 

dependent variable is out of range samples. By looking at the purposes and 

research hypothesis, then the use of analysis model is by looking at the price (X1) 

as independent and promotion (X2) as dependent variable, to the consumer buying 

decision (Y), and by knowing the correlation between variables.  

3.4.1 Simultaneous Test (F-test) 

F-test is a test to know how big the effect between independent variable is, 

simultaneously. If the Sig in F test is < 0.05, then the whole independent variables 

is affecting the dependent variable simultaneously.  

3.4.2 Partial Test (t-test) 

t-test is showing the regression coefficient individually. If the value of Sig 

in t is < 0.05, then the independent variable is significantly affect the dependent 

variable, partially. 

3.4.3. Coefficient Determinant (R
2
) 

If the value of R
2 

is small, then the independent variables capability is very 

limited in explaining the dependent variable. If the value is closer to one, then the 



independent variables can almost give all information needed to predict the 

dependent variable. 

Table 3.4 Degree of Relationship 

Coefficient Interval Degree of Relationship 
0,00  - 0,199 Very weak 
0,20  - 0,399 Weak 

0,40  - 0,599 Moderate 
0,60  - 0,799 Strong 

0,80  - 1,000 Very Strong 
Source: Sugiyono (2012:149) 

3.4.4 Partial Coefficient 

Partial coefficient analysis is used to measure how much the independent 

variable against the dependent variable. The bigger the partial correlation is, 

shows the bigger the connection between independent and dependent variable. To 

have strong correlation, the interval coefficient must be between 0.8 – 1. 

3.5 Classical Assumption Test 

3.5.1 Normality test 

Normality test is used to know is the residual value in regression model 

has normal distribution or not. This test is using Kolmogorov-Smirnov method. If 

the significant value is > 0.05, then the residual distribution is normal. 

3.5.2 Autocorrelation Test 

Autocorrelation test is meant to test whether there is a high correlation 

between residual. If there is no correlation between the residuals it is said that the 

residual random or random. Detecting symptoms is done by using the Durbin-

Watson statistic test, by comparing the number Dubin-Watson with the critical 

value. The test criteria are as follows: 

If DW <dL or DW> 4-dl: there is autocorrelation 



If DW located between dU and 4 – dU: there is no autocorrelation 

3.5.3 Multicollinearity Test 

This test is to analyze the correlation between independent variable 

through the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) value. If the VIF is ≥10, then there is 

Multicollinearity, if VIF is <10, then there is no Multicollinearity. “If an 

independent variable is correlated with a combination of other independent 

variables, the condition of Multicollinearity exist” (Render, 2015:151), therefore, 

if the VIF is <10, then there is no correlation between independent variables. 

3.5.4 Heteroscedasticity Test 

This test is used to see the difference between variables through one 

residual observation with the other; to count using Glejser Test by regressing the 

absolute values of the independent variables. If the significant in t-test is larger 

than 0.05, then there is no Heteroscedasticity. 

3.5.5. Linearity Test 

Linearity test is used to know whether two variables have any linear 

correlation or insignificancy. The criteria are if the significant value of linearity is 

≤ 0.05, then have test of linearity could be concluded that there is connection 

between independent variables and dependent variables. 

 


